
 

 
 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 

TO MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING COMMITTEE 
 
 

FOR THE MEETING OF:  
 

Wednesday, February 16, 2022, at 10:30 a.m. 
 
GC 
22.06 Compliance and Operations Committee 
 
 The Records of the Compliance and Operations Committee meeting of February 2, 2022 are 
attached.  (Docket #GC22.06, Exhibit #1) 
 
 The Records of the Compliance and Operations Committee meeting of February 2, 2022 have been 
distributed and are on file. 
 
GC 
22.07 Commercial Automobile Committee 
 
 The Records of the Commercial Automobile Committee meeting of February 3, 2022 are attached.  
(Docket #GC22.07, Exhibit #1) 
 
 The Records of the Commercial Automobile Committee meeting of February 3, 2022 have been 
distributed and are on file. 
 
GC 
22.08 Financial Audit Committee 
 
 The Records of the Financial Audit Committee meeting of February 8, 2022 are attached.  (Docket 
#GC22.08, Exhibit #1) 
 
 The Records of the Financial Audit Committee meeting of February 8, 2022 have been distributed 
and are on file.  
 
GC 
22.09 Personnel Committee 
 
 The Records of the Personnel Committee meeting of February 9, 2022 are attached.  (Docket 
#GC22.09, Exhibit #1) 
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Additional Information -2- February 16, 2022 
 
 The Records of the Personnel Committee meeting of February 9, 2022 have been distributed and 
are on file.  
 

 NATALIE A. HUBLEY 
 President 
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Boston, Massachusetts 
February 10, 2022 



 
 

RECORDS OF MEETING 
 

COMPLIANCE AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE – FEBRUARY 2, 2022 
 

Members Present 
 

 Mr. Jerry Sleeper – Chair Safety Insurance Company 
 Ms. Kara Boehm Allstate Insurance Company 
 Ms. Kerri Boutin (1) Risman Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Ms. Erin Cummings Norfolk & Dedham Group  
 Ms. Annmarie Hassan Arbella Insurance Group  
 Mr. Todd Lehmann (2) Quincy Mutual Group   
 Ms. Sharon Murphy Acadia Insurance Company 
 Mr. Kenneth Olivieri  J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc.   
 Mr. Barry Tagen  Pilgrim Insurance Company  
 Mr. Christopher Taylor The Hanover Insurance Company  
 Ms. Brenda Williams  MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation  
  
 Substituted for: 

(1) Mr. Henry Risman  
(2) Mr. Thomas Harris  

 
Not in Attendance: 

 N/A 
 
21.01 Records of Previous Meeting 
 

On a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously voted to approve the Records of the Compliance 
and Operations Committee meeting of November 4, 2021. The Records have been distributed and are on 
file. 
 
 
22.04 Informational Items 
 
 Ms. Wendy Browne informed the members that there are no informational items to report at this 
time. 
 
 
22.05 Compliance Audit Program 
  
 Mr. Mark Alves presented focus audit results of Electric Insurance that considered the ARC’s 
compliance to the statutory requirement applicable to the Special Investigative Unit (SIU). Mr. Alves noted 
that the overall results of the 2019 Hybrid Audit of Electric Insurance were exceptional, however staff was 
unable to test SIU compliance at the time of the Hybrid Audit due to a lack of referrals. Mr. Alves explained 
that the Performance Standards approved by the Division of Insurance require that all ARCs upload SIU 
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claim and underwriting referral activity data into CAR’s SIU System and that a sample of 25 referrals be 
used to test in the SIU evaluation process. Mr. Alves also noted that CAR’s Claims Subcommittee met in 
2016 and agreed that the requirement of 25 referrals was reasonable, and ARCs that do not have the 
minimum referrals shall be determined as not in compliance with the SIU requirements at the time of audit. 
CAR staff was encouraged to proactively take steps to assist companies below the 25 minimum referrals to 
achieve compliance with the intent of the statute. In response, staff developed a standardized methodology 
to create opportunities for those companies to evaluate and screen for potential fraud, focusing on certain 
types of loss payments and SIU documentation efforts. Electric received this methodology from staff at the 
conclusion of the Hybrid Audit in 2019. The methodology included a bi-annual review of at least 25 losses 
for potential special investigations considerations. The review was to be comprehensive and documented 
with supporting notes and analysis to support the SIU consideration of testing for potential fraud.  
 
 Electric indicated that its SIU function was outsourced to a third-party vendor. The vendor 
conducted the investigations on 15 of the sampled SIU referrals. The investigations were detailed, thorough, 
and appropriately documented. The remaining 10 losses originated from the review of claim payments 
included in the suggested standardized methodology. However, the review of losses only occurred once in 
2021. Electric produced a one-page document that included brief comments by their vendor of each loss. 
The comments and file documentation supported that several of these claims could have been legitimately 
referred to the SIU for investigation. Overall, 13 of the 61 Best Practices measured were determined as not 
compliant, resulting in a 78% aggregate compliance rate, which is below the required minimum 
documented in the Standards.  
 
 On a roll call vote, the Committee voted unanimously, with one recusal, to accept the report and 
direct staff to conduct a second focus audit of Electric’s SIU program in the first quarter of 2023. 
 
 
22.07 Claims Subcommittee 
 
 Mr. Matthew Hirsh provided the Committee an overview of the Claims Subcommittee meeting of 
January 26, 2022. The Subcommittee met to discuss a matter referred by the Compliance and Operations 
Committee at its November 4, 2021 meeting pertaining to a current and recurring finding with multiple 
recent and current audits. Mr. Hirsh reviewed the Subcommittee discussion of the issue noting that an 
audited company entered a third-party contract with a national vendor that establishes a set price for tow 
claims. Mr. Hirsh indicated that the company has been audited three times since 2016 and the 
documentation provided to staff auditors to verify tow payment loss records decreased in each subsequent 
audit, resulting in an inability to validate the reported loss amount using supporting documentation. Staff 
was unable to differentiate between allocated and unallocated loss adjustment expenses within each 
sampled tow payment, or determine the potential impacts to the quality of the ratemaking database. 
 
 Mr. Hirsh noted that after discussion, the Subcommittee agreed that because the Private Passenger 
Statistical Plan requires transactional reporting of paid losses and expenses, the necessary source 
documentation should be provided for CAR to verify each transaction. The Subcommittee noted existing 
language in the Assigned Risk Company (ARC) Procedures Manual that outlines documentation and 
systems access requirements for an audited company. After deliberation, the Subcommittee recommended 
that the language in the ARC Procedures Manual be strengthened to ensure the delivery of the necessary 
source documentation to CAR staff. Mr. Hirsh reported that on a roll call vote, the Subcommittee voted 
unanimously to recommend to the Compliance and Operations Committee adoption of the updates to 
Chapter XI – Compliance Audit of the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual to incorporate 
references to auditor access to source documents. 
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 Mr. Hirsh then reviewed the proposed changes to the ARC Procedures Manual with the Compliance 
and Operations Committee and noted that staff is also recommending that the same modifications be added 
to the Manual of Administrative Procedures, ensuring consistent language in both CAR manuals. 
 
 On a roll call vote, the Committee voted unanimously to recommend to the Governing 
Committee adoption of the updates to Chapter XI – Compliance Audit of the ARC Procedures 
Manual and Chapter IX – Compliance Audit of the Manual of Administrative Procedures. 
 
 
22.08 Updates to the ARC Procedures Manual 
 
 Mr. Alves presented the Committee with modifications to Chapter XI – Compliance Audit of the 
Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual. Mr. Alves noted that most of the changes pertain to Hybrid 
Audit Plan adjustments that previously received conceptual approval by the Committee. Additional 
proposed modifications include a fee assessment due to delayed or late system access, updating the manual 
to reflect changes pertaining to the Special Investigative Unit in the Performance Standards that were 
approved by the Division of Insurance in 2021, and documenting planned interim summary data audits of 
Newly Writing Companies.  
 
 On a roll call vote, the Committee voted unanimously to recommend to the Governing 
Committee adoption of the updates to Chapter XI – Compliance Audit of Assigned Risk Company 
Procedures Manual. 
 
 
22.09 Merit Rating Reporting 
 
 Ms. Wendy Browne provided an update on the discussion regarding the reporting of incorrect merit 
rating values that began at the November Compliance and Operations Committee meeting. Ms. Browne 
addressed the frequency of merit rating value errors identified in compliance audits since the inception of 
the Hybrid Audit Plan. She referenced the Private Passenger Statistical plan, which requires that the 
reported Classification Code must indicate the merit rating status of the operator used to rate the vehicle 
and must agree to the value imputed by the Merit Rating Board. This reporting standard ensures the 
consistency of the quota share calculation as well as the ratemaking data used by CAR and AIB. However, 
numerous companies report the merit rating value as calculated using their own merit rating plan. Audit 
findings have frequently recognized that this results in understated credit premium with negative impact 
only to the audited company. Therefore, these results have previously been accepted as sufficient because 
the MAIP assignments are not impacted. However, Ms. Browne remarked that the condition could change 
at any time. Ms. Browne noted that the Committee agreed that due to the growing number of companies 
with reporting issues of this nature, it would be appropriate to continue discussions to consider whether the 
reporting requirements defined in the Statistical Plan should be more strictly enforced.  
 
 Ms. Browne referred to the material attached to the Notice of Meeting, providing additional 
background, outlining some considerations for the Committee, and recommending an action plan. She 
explained that some ARCs have already invested resources to correct merit rating values. Therefore, 
accepting incorrect merit rating values from other companies results in disparate treatment between ARCs. 
Incorrect merit rating values has an impact on industry data that is then used in the MAIP rate filing and 
the Auto Insurers Bureau advisory filings. Staff resources are required monthly to manually investigate and 
evaluate the impact of incorrect merit rating data. However, Ms. Browne noted that companies not currently 
obtaining merit rating values would either need to develop internal systems or alter their process to access 
RMV systems to obtain, store and report merit rating value imputed by the MRB. Enforcement of this 
reporting requirement would likely incur significant expenses and resources for those companies currently 
not in compliance.  
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 Recognizing that the merit rating field is a key data element, Ms. Browne stated that it is staff’s 
recommendation, as CAR is the designated statistical agent responsible for data quality used for residual 
market and rate making functions, that companies be required to comply with the reporting requirements 
for the merit rating field. She noted that if the Committee agrees with the recommendation, that staff will 
conduct a focus audit of all active writing private passenger companies to identify those companies that are 
incorrectly reporting merit rating values, with the results reported to this Committee upon completion of 
the audits. For those companies found to be non-compliant, the Committee would need to consider an 
appropriate deadline for correction ensuring ample time for required system updates. CAR would notify all 
impacted companies of the deadline and potential penalty assessments. Staff would then perform a second 
focus audit to evaluate reported data and implement penalty provisions to those not in compliance. 
 
 On a roll call vote, the Committee voted unanimously to affirm that the statistical reporting 
requirements of the merit rating field are appropriate and should be enforced, and recommend that CAR 
move forward with its process to monitor and identify companies that may not be in compliance.  
 
 
20.12 Ceded Commercial Reporting Issues 
 
 Ms. Browne informed the Committee that the CAR commercial rate filing has been submitted to 
the Division of Insurance with a proposed effective date of July 1, 2022 and is currently under review. Ms. 
Browne noted that the proposed rate filing includes an Out-of-State garage rating differential for zone rated 
risks, and if approved, will result in updates to the premium town reporting requirements for zone rated 
risks in the Commercial Statistical Plan.  
 
 Ms. Browne also noted that several other items will be discussed at the upcoming Commercial 
Automobile Committee meeting, including the recent Automobile Insurers Bureau filing to determine if 
any changes in that filing are appropriate for the residual market. Ms. Browne noted that once addressed, 
additional statistical plan updates could occur, but that discussions are ongoing, and more information will 
be brought to the Committee as discussions are finalized. 
 
 
 
 MATTHEW HIRSH 
 Compliance Audit Supervisor 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
February 7, 2022 
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Memorandum of Changes – February 2, 2022 
 
 

Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual Updates 
Chapter XI – Compliance Audit 

 
Modifications 
 
Section C. – Audits of Assigned Risk Companies 
 
Subsections 2.b) (1), (3) and (5) - have been updated to reference required source documentation. 
 
Subsection 2.b)(2) – has been updated to correct reference to ACORD forms 
 
 
 

Manual of Administrative Procedures 
Chapter IX – Compliance Audit 

 
Modifications 
 
Section C. – Audits of Member Companies and Servicing Carriers 
 
Subsections 2.b) (1), (3) and (5) - have been updated to reference required source documentation. 
 
Subsection 2.b)(2) – has been updated to correct reference to ACORD forms 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page 5 of 8 

 
b) Documentation and system access necessary to perform the claim 

statistical, Claims Performance Standards and SIU evaluation 
portions of the Hybrid Audit Plan, includes but is not limited to the 
following: 

 
(1)  Access to all source documentation within the claim system in 

its entirety including check and payee information 
 

(2)  Access to the claim file details including police reports, 
/accordACORD forms, appraisals and adjuster’s running notes 

   
(3)  Access to all source documentation related to all legal, medical 

and all other expense details including explanation of expenses 
and costs 

 
(4)  Salvage/subrogation recovery records 

 
(5)  Access to all Ttotal loss source documentation paperwork 

including salvage facility invoices, actual cash value figures, 
and title of vehicle 

 
c) The audited Member or ARC is required to supply its voluntary rates 

on file with the Division of Insurance within the accounting dates of 
the audit scope, including all applicable rules and discounts.  
 

3. System Access Fee 
 

If the ARC determines that system access will not be made available to 
CAR, a fee will be assessed in consideration of the additional time and 
resources to be incurred by CAR in obtaining the documentation 
necessary to conduct the audit.   The level of the fee is commensurate 
with the level of system access provided or allowed by the ARC.   

 
Partial system access is defined as the ARC granting access to only the 
premium or claim, or any adjunct systems used to access source 
documents.  The fee assessed will be $12,000. 

 
No system access is defined as the ARC not granting any direct access 
to the premium, claim, or any adjunct systems used to access source 
documents.  The fee assessed will be $24,000. 

 
Assessed fees will be processed as bulk adjustments to a company’s 
Settlement of Balances and Member Participation Reports in the quarter 
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CAR Manual of Administrative Procedures 
Chapter IX Compliance Audit  

Revision Date 2021.06.14 
Page 4 of 9 

 
(1) Access to an imaging system which shows all declarations and 

endorsements. 
 

(2) Hardcopies of declarations and endorsements. 
 

(3) A print-out of data stored in a computer, provided it includes all 
information found on the declaration page.   

 
(4) Primary commercial underwriting documentation, including new 

business applications, renewals, anti-theft documentation, pre-
insurance inspection forms, cancellation forms, underwriter’s notes, 
business type, size, weight and radius of operation for Truck, Tractor 
and Trailers, Private Passenger Types and Public Autos information, 
documentation relative to the number of and types of plates for Garage 
policies, and Hired Autos and Special Types information.  
Documentation also includes supporting experience rating 
calculations for ceded policies and all other rating modification 
calculations for voluntary policies.  

 
 This documentation may be provided through access to an imaging 

system or as an original hardcopy or a photocopy of the original 
document.  

 
(5) Printouts from the Registry of Motor Vehicles or access to the 

Registry of Motor Vehicles. 
 

b) Documentation and system access necessary to perform the claim 
statistical, Claims Performance Standards and SIU evaluation portions of 
the Commercial Audit, includes but is not limited to the following: 

 
(1)  Access to all source documentation within the claim system in its 

entirety including check and payee information 
 

(2)  Access to the claim file details including police reports/ 
accordACORD forms, appraisals and adjuster’s running notes 

   
(3)  Access to all source documentation related to all legal, medical and 

all other expense details including explanation of expenses and costs 
 
(4)  Salvage/subrogation recovery records 

 
(5)  Access to all Ttotal loss source documentation paperwork including 

salvage facility invoices, actual cash value figures, and title of 
vehicle 
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Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual Updates 
Chapter XI – Compliance Audit 

 
Memorandum of Changes – February 2, 2022 

 
 
Modifications 
 
The following modifications to the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual are proposed: 
 
Chapter XI – Compliance Audit  
 
Section B. - Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers’ Procedures 
 
Subsection 2.b - has been updated to improve the language relative to the annual financial audit of CAR in 
accordance with Article VII – Records and Reports of CAR’s Plan of Operation. 
 
Section C. - Audits of Assigned Risk Companies 
 
The following subsections, all pertaining to the Private Passenger Hybrid Audit, have been updated: 
 

 (C.) All Assigned Risk Companies are scheduled to undergo Private Passenger Hybrid Audit 
procedures at least once every five years. 

 (C.2.) All Assigned Risk Companies are required to provide documentation and system access as 
of the start date included in the Notice of Audit.  

o (C.3.) The Notice of Audit will be distributed to the Assigned Risk Company at a minimum 
of 30 days prior to the start date.  
 (C.3.) In consideration of the additional time needed to complete the audit and the 

delay to the audit schedule, a fee of $1,000 per week when system access is not 
fully functioning as of the start date is proposed.  

 (C.2.c.) An additional reference to procedures for the reperformance of rates has been included to 
improve the description of the necessary data the Assigned Risk Company must provide timely.  

 (C.4.(3)) Updated language pertaining to the SIU component of the Hybrid Audit is included to 
reflect recent changes to the Performance Standards and Assigned Risk Company SIU requirements 
measured in the Hybrid Audit that all Assigned Risk Company’s must: 

 (C.8) The Traffic Light Assessment Rating System approved in concept at the November 5, 2020 
Compliance and Operations Committee meeting has been included in the Compliance Audit 
chapter of the Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual.  
 

Subsection C.9. - Interim Summary Audits - has been added to document procedures to audit interim 
summary data provided to CAR by Newly Writing Companies in accordance with Rule 29 of CAR’s Rules 
of Operation for the determination of quota share.  
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 1 of 10 

 
A. Assigned Risk Company and Assigned Risk Producer 

Responsibilities  
 

1. Each Assigned Risk Company (ARC), including those Members that 
have executed a Limited Assignment Distribution Agreement (LADA) 
with another ARC, and each Assigned Risk Producer (ARP) must 
ensure that its own internal control and review procedures are sufficient 
to detect irregularities in the handling of Massachusetts Automobile 
Insurance Plan (MAIP) business. These procedures include, but are not 
limited to the following: 

 
a. Ensuring that all MAIP Placement Records, premiums, and claims 

are accurately and promptly reported to the Commonwealth 
Automobile Reinsurers (CAR); 

 
b. Ensuring that all reports, including those requested by special call, 

are completed accurately and promptly; 
 

c. Ensuring that policies retained as voluntary or assigned through the 
MAIP are rated accurately, consistent with reported statistical 
coding and that voluntary or MAIP assigned claims are properly 
reported to CAR;   

 
d. Ensuring full compliance with CAR’s Plan and Rules of Operation. 
 
Any internal irregularities identified must be immediately corrected.  
 

2. Each Member, ARC or ARP is subject to audit by CAR.  For additional 
information relative to the audits performed in accordance with CAR’s 
Compliance Audit Program, refer to Sections C. and D. of this Chapter. 

 
3. All motor vehicle insurance policies are subject to review and audit in a 

manner and time approved by the Governing Committee. Statistical data 
subject to audit will include but shall not be limited to private passenger 
business retained as voluntary and private passenger business assigned 
through the MAIP, including premium and claim statistical data.  
Members or ARCs are required to maintain all records for policies 
assigned through the MAIP for at least three calendar years following 
the last calendar year in which activity has occurred.  

 
4. Each Member or ARC and ARP authorizes CAR to audit any portion of 

its motor vehicle insurance business that has a bearing on any credits, 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 2 of 10 

 
penalties, determination of Quota Share, payment of claims, or any 
other issue relating to such business. 

 
B. Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers’ Procedures 

 
1. Internal Procedures   

 
CAR shall maintain records of all identified errors or violations of 
CAR’s Plan or Rules of Operation.  Any significant errors or violations 
will be reported to CAR’s Compliance and Operations Committee. 

 
2. Audits of the Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers 

 
a. Internal Audits 

 
Internal quality control reviews may be conducted by CAR’s 
Compliance Audit Department.  These audits may include reviews 
of operational, financial, and information technology transactions, 
procedures and controls.  CAR’s Compliance Audit Department 
may also oversee or assist external auditors or consultants retained 
by CAR for CAR-specific projects. 

  
b. Independent Audits 

 
An independent audit of CAR will be conducted annually by a 
public accounting firm recommended by CAR’s Financial Audit 
Committee and approved by CAR’s Governing Committee, with the 
scope of the engagement recommended by the Financial Audit 
Committee. At the conclusion of the audit engagement, an audit 
report from the public accounting firm and certified the complete 
financial statements will be presented to the Financial Audit 
Committee for approval. Upon request,A copyies of the financial 
statements is will be made available upon written request to CAR. 

 
C. Audits of Assigned Risk Companies  

 
To fulfill its industry responsibilities as the Residual Market 
Administrator and Statistical Agent for motor vehicle insurance in the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, CAR conducts audits of reported 
statistical data as prescribed by the Compliance Audit Program 
approved by CAR’s Governing Committee. The Hybrid Audit Plan is 
CAR’s primary scheduled examination of private passenger data and is 
scheduled for all ARCs at least once every five years. Refer to Section 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 3 of 10 

 
C.8 of this chapter for further information relative to scheduling of 
audits. 
 
Audited ARCs, including those Members that have executed a LADA 
with an ARC, that write or service private passenger automobile 
insurance policies in Massachusetts and report statistical data to CAR 
must make available to CAR all documentation needed to verify the 
accuracy of reported data.  

 
1. Hybrid Audit Plan 

 
The Hybrid Audit Plan reviews and tests the accuracy of a company’s 
reported premium and loss data and examines the underlying data 
utilized in Quota Share determination and for rate making.  The Hybrid 
Audit Plan also verifies company compliance with the key statutory 
requirements of G.L. c. 175, § 113H and CAR’s Rules of Operation.  
Accordingly, the Hybrid Audit Plan assures that policies that have been 
assigned through the MAIP are receiving the same level of service as 
those which are voluntarily written by a Member or ARC, tests the 
underwriting procedures and claim practices of the audited Member or 
ARC to ensure consistency within the voluntary and residual markets 
and monitors company fraud control efforts. 
 
Each of the components of a Member’s or ARC’s audit is conducted 
using a structured random sample of premium and claim data selected 
from both MAIP and voluntary policies.  The sample is verified at a 
90% confidence level with a standard error rate of +/- 5%.  The sample 
will consist of 400 policies and 270 of the policies have at least one 
claim. 
 
Prior to the start of an audit, the Member or ARC to be audited must 
complete a Compliance Audit Claim Questionnaire that provides 
background information on its claims handling programs.  Submission 
of the Compliance Audit Claim Questionnaire will certify that the 
company’s claims handling practices comply at a minimum with the 
approved Private Passenger Claims Performance Standards.  For 
additional information relative to the Compliance Audit Claim 
Questionnaire, refer to Appendix K – Compliance Audit Claim 
Questionnaire of the Private Passenger Claims Performance Standards 
which is available on CAR’s website under the Manuals tab. 
 
Refer to Section C. 4. of this Chapter for specific details relative to the 
components of the Hybrid Audit Plan. 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 4 of 10 

 
 

2. Documentation and System Access Requirements 
 
Upon request, a company must make documentation and system access 
available to CAR as of the audit start date included in the Notice of 
Audit. Documentation may include original documents, copies of 
scanned documents, or other reasonable facsimiles as required for audit 
completion.  System access provides direct access to the company’s 
computer systems on a read-only basis, to view information necessary 
to complete the audit.  CAR will respect the level of supervision, 
confidentiality, and security that each Member or ARC is willing to 
provide relative to the access of company documents and its computer 
systems. 

 
Documentation and system access requirements for the Hybrid Audit 
Plan shall include but are not limited to the following: 

 
a) Access to the premium underwriting system which shows all 

necessary information involved in declarations and endorsements 
for premium determination, including coverages, limits, 
deductibles, classification and territory, etc. 

 
However, if the company only provides or allows CAR partial or no 
system access, the following should shall be substituted: 

 
(1) Access to an imaging system which shows all declarations and 

endorsements. 
 

(2) Hardcopies of declarations and endorsements. 
 

(3) A print-out of data stored in a computer, provided it includes 
all information found on the declaration page. 

 
(4) Primary underwriting documentation, including, new business 

applications, anti-theft documentation, pre-insurance 
inspection forms, cancellation forms, and underwriter’s notes. 

 
This documentation may be provided through access to an 
imaging system or as an original hardcopy or a photocopy of 
the original document. 

 
(5) Printouts from the Registry of Motor Vehicles or access to the 

Registry of Motor Vehicles. 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 5 of 10 

 
 
b) Documentation and system access necessary to perform the claim 

statistical, Claims Performance Standards and SIU evaluation 
portions of the Hybrid Audit Plan, includes but is not limited to the 
following: 

 
(1)  Access to the claim system in its entirety including check and 

payee information 
 

(2)  Access to the claim file details including police reports, 
/accords, appraisals and adjuster’s running notes 

 
(3)  Access to all legal, medical and all other expense details 

including explanation of expenses and costs 
 
(4)  Salvage/subrogation recovery records 

 
(5)  Total loss paperwork including salvage facility invoices, 

actual cash value figures, and title of vehicle 
 

c) The audited Member or ARC is required to supply its voluntary rates 
on file with the Division of Insurance within the accounting dates of 
the audit scope, including all applicable rules and discounts. The 
ARC shall timely populate a data request developed by CAR that 
identifies each of the rating attributes noted in the applicable rate 
filings. Rate reperformance is then completed using the rating 
attributes as provided by the ARC as of the new business or renewal. 
 

3. System Access Fee 
 

If the ARC determines that system access will not be made available to 
CAR, a fee will be assessed in consideration of the additional time and 
resources to be incurred by CAR in obtaining the documentation 
necessary to conduct the audit. The level of the fee is commensurate 
with the level of system access provided or allowed by the ARC. 

 
Partial system access is defined as the ARC granting access to only the 
premium or claim, or any adjunct systems used to access source 
documents.  The fee assessed will be $12,000. 

 
No system access is defined as the ARC not granting any direct access 
to the premium, claim, or any adjunct systems used to access source 
documents.  The fee assessed will be $24,000. 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 6 of 10 

 
 

CAR will provide a minimum of 30 days between the Notice of Audit 
and the planned audit start date. If system access is not established 
timely, thus delaying the audit, a fee will be assessed in consideration 
of the additional time needed to complete testing. Delayed or late system 
access is defined as access that is not fully established and functioning 
as of the scheduled start date included in the Notice of Audit. The fee 
assessed will be $1,000 per week.  
 
Assessed fees will be processed as bulk adjustments to a company’s 
Settlement of Balances and Member Participation Reports in the quarter 
subsequent to audit completion.  Income generated by such assessments 
is dispersed to Member Companies through the Settlement of Balances 
as miscellaneous income using the administrative expense participation 
ratios. 
 

4. Components of the Hybrid Audit Plan  
 

The components of the Hybrid Audit Plan provide measurable results 
pertaining to: 

 
a) Quota Share Data Quality 

 
Fields from voluntary data that impact Quota Share will be analyzed 
to determine impact to market share and MAIP credit premium. 
Fields from MAIP data that impact Quota Share will be analyzed to 
determine impact to MAIP premium. 

 
b) Rate Making Data Quality  

 
Statistical data elements impacting rate making will be audited to 
identify recurring errors and evaluate accuracy within relevant 
exposures.  In addition, any loss dollars (Indemnity or Allocated 
Loss Adjustment Expenses) reported in association with those errors 
will be identified. 
 

 c) Adherence to Statutory Requirements and CAR’s Rules of 
Operation  

 
(1) Lane-Bolling and Rate Verification 

 
(2) Claims Performance Standards 
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MAIP Assigned Risk Company Procedures Manual 
Chapter XI Compliance Audit 

Revision Date 2019.09.18 
Page Page 7 of 10 

 
For specific information relative to the Claims Performance 
Standards component of the Hybrid Audit Plan, refer to 
Appendix I – CAR Compliance Audit Claim Review Process of 
the Private Passenger Performance Standards which is available 
on CAR’s website under the Manuals tab.  
 

(3) Special Investigative Unit 
 

In accordance with G.L. c. 175, § 113H, every Servicing Carrier 
is required to maintain a SIU to investigate suspicious claims 
and underwriting concerns on both voluntary policies and 
policies assigned through the MAIP.  CAR, under the authority 
of Article III – Special Investigative Unit of CAR’s Plan of 
Operation, monitors a Servicing Carrier’s fraud control efforts 
and adherence to the established SIU Claims Performance 
Sstandards and provides assistance to Members upon request.  
The Claims Performance Standards and CAR Rule 32 SIU 
standards include requirements that encourage each Servicing 
Carrier to strongly support the activities of its own SIU 
department so as toto resist the payment of fraudulent claims, 
establish fraud deterrents, and reduce losses. The SIU also must 
investigate suspicious circumstances surrounding underwriting, 
rating, and premium issues, and to annually conduct an audit of 
voluntary and MAIP policies to verify garaging and policy facts. 
An example of the completed audit report shall be annually 
emailed as an attachment to siulog@commauto.com.  
 
ARC’s are also requiredments also include the quarterly upload 
of SIU Activity Log information to CAR, identifying activity 
referred to maintain SIU Quarterly Activity Logs of claims and 
underwriting cases referred to the ARC’s SIU department for 
investigation. The ARC shall upload all the referral activity into 
CAR’s SIU System on a quarterly basis.  

 
For additional information, refer to Appendix A – SIU Standards 
and Appendix J – CAR SIU File Review Process – MAIP 
Policies of the Private Passenger Performance Standards which 
are available on CAR’s website under the Manuals tab. 
 

5. Audit Conclusion Procedures  
 

At various intervals during the Hybrid Audit Plan process, CAR 
provides the Member or ARC with a Status Report that details the 
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audit exceptions identified.  Once the audit is complete, the audited 
company and CAR will review the issues identified and when 
possible, reach agreement on the results.  The Status Report is 
modified as needed, based upon additional source documentation 
provided and communication between the company and CAR.  All 
unresolved issues will be clearly identified.  Every error identified 
will be included in the company’s final Status Report. 
 

6. Hybrid Audit Plan Report 
 
A report detailing Hybrid Audit Plan findings will be provided to 
the audited Member or ARC.  Remedial action required will be 
identified.   CAR will provide the audited company with a period of 
time to review the report and to provide a response letter.  In order 
to improve future reporting or claim handling practices, the response 
letter must outline the company’s prospective plan of action to 
correct any identified irregularities.  In addition, the response letter 
should address recurring errors resulting from a corporate decision 
not in agreement with the Massachusetts Private Passenger 
Automobile Statistical Plan, or the company filed voluntary rates, 
rules, and discounts. 

 
The Compliance and Operations Committee will review and 
consider the results of the Hybrid Audit Plan report including any 
applicable remedial action required by CAR and the response 
provided by the audited company.  The Committee will determine 
whether to accept the audit findings, direct CAR to develop a 
Corrective Action Plan for the audited company (refer to Section C. 
7. of this Chapter), or recommend potential punitive considerations 
to the Governing Committee. 
 
The Hybrid Audit Plan report, including the company response 
letter, will be provided to the Division of Insurance   

 
7. Corrective Action Plan 

 
If recommended by the Compliance and Operations Committee, 
CAR will develop and conduct further focus audits of a company 
specific to the areas of concern identified in the Hybrid Audit Plan 
report.  Results of the additional focus audits will be provided to the 
Compliance and Operations Committee.  

 
8. Traffic Light Assessment Rating System 
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Audit results will be considered using a tiered approach: 
 
A green light evaluation is assigned if no significant quota share or 
ratemaking data issues are identified, and the ARC is compliant with 
all measured statutory requirements and CAR Rules. No further 
auditing is required, and the ARC remains in the five-year Hybrid 
Audit schedule.  
 
A yellow light evaluation may be assigned if quota share and/or 
ratemaking results are 2% greater than the current industry average 
error rate, and/or any statutory requirement or CAR Rule measured 
during the audit is determined as noncompliant. Further focus 
auditing within 12 to 18 months of the Hybrid Audit completion 
may be recommended to the Compliance and Operations 
Committee. Potential future penalties would also be included in the 
recommendation.  
 
A red light evaluation is assigned if continued noncompliance with 
the Statistical Plan and/or statutory requirements exists after the 
follow-up focus audit. The ARC is then subject to future monthly 
accounting statistical data penalties in accordance with the Private 
Passenger Statistical Plan (VII: 7) until a monthly submission with 
accurate data is reported. Also, the ARC is moved to three-year 
Hybrid Audit schedule.  
 

9. Interim Summary Audits 
 
Newly Writing Companies reporting interim summary data pursuant 
to Rule 29 of CAR’s Rules of Operation to determine Quota Share 
will be audited upon receipt of sufficient exposures for sampling.  
 

10. Focus Audits and Data Quality Reviews 
 

Operational or statistical focus audits data quality reviews 
specifically target Member or ARC data quality issues that have an 
impact on rate making or Quota Share.  The audits and reviews may 
apply to both voluntary and MAIP business and focus on identified 
areas of concern which have a bearing on credits, penalties, 
determination of Quota Share or any other issue relating to such 
business. 
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CAR may design and implement focus audits or data quality reviews 
in accordance with a Division of Insurance or CAR Committee 
directive, or as determined necessary by CAR.  
 
The same documentation and system access requirements as 
described in Section C.2. of this Chapter apply.  
 

D. Audits of Assigned Risk Producers 
 

To ensure the integrity of the residual market mechanism and reported 
statistical data, additional audits or data quality summary reviews of 
ARPs will be conducted as determined necessary by CAR or as directed 
by the Division of Insurance or CAR committee.  

 
The same documentation and system access requirements as described 
in Section C.2. of this Chapter apply. 
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RECORDS OF MEETING 
 

COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE COMMITTEE – FEBRUARY 3, 2022 
 

Members Present 
 
 Mr. Thomas DePaulo – Chair  Cabot Risk Strategies, LLC 
 Mr. Donald Bredberg Norfolk and Dedham Group 
 Ms. Kristina Broskey MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation 
 Ms. Annmarie Castonguay The Hanover Insurance Company 
 Ms. Sheila Doherty Doherty Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Ms. Mary McConnell   Safety Insurance Company 
 Ms. Sharon Murphy Acadia Insurance Company 
 Mr. John Olivieri, Jr. J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Mr. Thomas Skelly, Jr. Deland, Gibson Insurance Associates, Inc. 
 Mr. Barry Tagen Pilgrim Insurance Company 
 Mr. Mark Winiker A-Affordable Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Mr. David Zawilinski Arbella Insurance Group 
  
 Substituted for: 
 N/A 
 

Not in Attendance: 
 N/A 
 
  
21.01 Records of Previous Meeting 
 

On a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously voted to approve the Records of the Commercial 
Automobile Committee meeting of November 5, 2021.  The Records have been distributed and are on file. 

 
 
CAC  
19.05 Commercial Residual Market Issues 
 

Ms. Wendy Browne reviewed the Commercial Residual Market Issues document with the 
Committee, for evaluation and prioritization for the upcoming year.   

 
Ms. Browne reviewed items currently being discussed and items already designated with a high 

priority.  For the Non-Ownership Liability Coverage and Short Term Rentals, Ms. Browne noted that the 
Joint Actuarial Commercial Lines Committee continue discussions of alternatives to address stand-alone 
coverage and coverage afforded in conjunction with hired autos.  She advised that CAR’s most recent 
commercial rate filing currently under review by the Division of Insurance introduces a rating differential 
for zone rated vehicles garaged outside of Massachusetts.  Ms. Browne noted that today’s agenda includes 
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discussion on the eligibility of automobiles with gross vehicle weight exceeding 10,000 pounds, as well as 
an initial overview of commercial forms recently adopted by the AIB. 

 
The Committee reviewed and discussed the remaining ten issues.  The Committee prioritized four 

items to be addressed next, including the cost of hire coverage, garage keepers coverage, miscellaneous risk 
classifications, and consistent application of pollution liability coverage.  Mr. Barry Tagen noted that 
instances involving short term leases continue to persist and recommended that rating alternatives to address 
this issue be prioritized.  Servicing Carriers advised that instances of busses moving from policy to policy 
does not appear to be a persistent problem at this time and commented that the information sharing tools in 
place have proven effective in addressing cancelled risk premium avoidance.  Accordingly, the Committee 
agreed to remove those items.  All other remaining items were assigned a lower priority and will be 
addressed at a later date.  

 
 

CAC  
22.04 Residual Market Eligibility - Gross Vehicle Weight Greater than 10,000 Lbs. 
  

 
Ms. Wendy Browne provided the Committee with a status on the efforts to define eligibility for 

vehicles with a GVW greater than 10,000 lbs.  She noted that the Registry of Motor Vehicles recently 
updated the plate definition of a Private Passenger Motor Vehicle to a gross vehicle weight of 16,000 pounds 
as long as the vehicle is used solely for personal use, impacting the eligibility definitions for the private 
passenger and commercial residual markets. 

 
Ms. Browne informed the Committee that Automobile Insurance Bureau (AIB) currently assigns a 

VRG to vehicles with GVW up to 14,000 pounds, and after discussion with the AIB, it was confirmed that 
VRG assignments will be expanded to include vehicles with GVW up to 16,000 pounds.   

 
Ms. Browne advised that as a result of the rule review for gross vehicle weight, CAR is planning 

to update the Private Passenger Type Eligibility definition in Rule 61 to include SUVs in the vehicle type 
description, and will do that in the next Commercial filing.  

 
For the Private Passenger residual market, Ms. Browne informed the Committee that this issue will 

be brought to the MAIP Steering Committee to propose amendments to the Private Passenger definition for 
vehicle type, usage, and gross vehicle weight.  

 
 

CAC  
22.05  AIB Commercial Automobile Insurance Manual and Endorsement Changes 
 

Mr. Timothy Galligan reviewed new and revised commercial manual rules, forms, and 
endorsements recently adopted by the AIB for use in the Massachusetts voluntary market.  Mr. Galligan 
noted that CAR staff is in the process of evaluating the changes and will present its review to the Committee 
at a future meeting to consider whether any would be appropriate for the commercial auto residual market. 
Servicing Carriers were asked to forward comments to staff regarding questions, concerns, or preferences 
with respect to the AIB changes. 

 
 TIMOTHY GALLIGAN 
 Director of Actuarial and Statistical Services 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
February 7, 2022 
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RECORDS OF MEETING 
 

FINANCIAL AUDIT COMMITTEE – FEBRUARY 8, 2022 
 
 

Members Present 
 

 Mr. Thomas LaFrancois – Chair Arbella Insurance Group 
 Mr. Matthew Anglim Plymouth Rock Assurance Corporation 
 Ms. Pamela Bodenstab-Krynicki P L Krynicki Insurance Agency 
 Mr. Brian Breeden MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation   
 Mr. David McCormick McCormick & Sons Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Mr. Sean Moone Norfolk & Dedham Group 
 Mr. Brian White Safety Insurance Company 
  
  
 Substituted for: 

N/A 
  

Not in Attendance: 
N/A 

  
21.01 Records of Previous Meeting 
 

The Committee unanimously voted to approve the Records of the Financial Audit Committee 
meeting of August 25, 2021.  The Records have been distributed and are on file. 

 
 
21.04 Annual Audit of CAR for Fiscal Year Ending 2021 
 
 Mr. John Buckley, representing Alexander, Aronson, Finning & Co. (AAFCPA), discussed the 
review of CAR’s financial statements indicating that no differences were noted, and no adjustments were 
needed.  Mr. Buckley advised that, based on the agreed upon procedures performed in accordance with 
standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and its review of CAR’s 
financial statements, AAFCPA will issue a clean, unqualified review report as of, and for the year ended, 
September 30, 2021. Mr. Thomas Perruna, representing AAFCPA, discussed the procedures performed, 
and stated that no exceptions or adjustments were noted.  During the discussion, he informed the Committee 
of new auditing attestation standards that allow for modifications to agreed upon procedures during the 
engagement, if needed.  He explained that this allowed for a modification to an agreed upon procedure 
related to error codes on ceded policies stemming from a mainframe to website system re-write placed into 
production during the fiscal year.  He noted that the updated language contained in the 2021 procedure now 
more accurately reflects the actions performed. 
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 After a brief discussion, the Committee unanimously voted to recommend Governing Committee 
approval of CAR’s financial statements for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
 MARK ALVES 
 Director – Compliance Audit 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
February 9, 2022 
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RECORDS OF MEETING 

 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE – FEBRUARY 9, 2022 

 
Members Present 

 
 Ms. Elizabeth Brodeur  – Chair Safety Insurance Company 
 Mr. Thomas DePaulo Cabot Risk Strategies, LLC   
 Mr. William Hughes Arbella Insurance Group 
 Mr. John Olivieri, Jr. J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc. 

Mr. Daniel Olohan MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation  
 Ms. Kellie Thibodeau The Hanover Insurance Company  
  
 Substituted for: 

N/A 
  

Not in Attendance: 
N/A 
 

  
PC 
21.01 Records of Previous Meeting 
 

The Committee unanimously voted to approve the Records of the Personnel Committee meeting of 
November 2, 2021.  The Records have been distributed and are on file. 
 
PC 
22.04 2022 Annual Merit Increase  
 
 Mr. Timothy Costain reviewed a merit increase survey of industry-funded peer organizations, as 
well as 4 member companies responding to the survey.  He noted that CAR typically more closely ties its 
merit increase recommendation to the peer organizations.  Member company results provide marketplace 
context but are not collectively identified as a specific guidewire for CAR’s merit increase proposal.  Mr. 
Costain indicated that the current tight labor market and inflationary pressure were considerations in 
determining a recommendation for 2022, but alignment with peer organizations resulted in the same 
recommendation as 2021.  
 
 Ms. Natalie Hubley provided the historical rationale for CAR focusing more closely on peer 
organizations, rather than member companies, whose business models may provide compensatory options 
that CAR does not possess.  She added that controlling salary related costs is a high priority, noting that 
CAR’s base salary budget has increased only 3% in total over the past seven years. She further explained 
that her discretionary allocation of a small percentage of the proposed merit increase to top performing 
individuals serves as an effective motivational tool for the staff. 
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 Ms. Hubley proposed a merit increase for 2022, a portion of which will be used by the President 
for discretionary allocations in recognition of employees whose 2021 job performance is deserving of 
additional compensation. 
 
 The Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing Committee adoption of 
a merit increase for calendar year 2022 as proposed by Ms. Hubley, with a small portion of the total 
increase percentage to be distributed by the President to deserving employees on a discretionary 
basis.  
 
 
PC 
22.05 2022 Annual Range Movement 
  
 Staff provided a review of salary range survey information compiled by CAR among member 
companies and industry-funded peer organizations. Planned 2022 salary range increases among 
participating member companies were provided for reference, reflecting differences in the approach several 
companies adopt for salary range movement.  There is less consistency of range movement among insurers 
in the survey when compared to industry funded peer organizations.  Based on the survey information and 
in keeping with past practice, CAR continues to focus on alignment with peer organizations.  A salary range 
increase percentage for 2022 was proposed for the Committee’s consideration.  
 
 Following discussion, the Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing 
Committee a salary range increase percentage as recommended for calendar year 2022. 
 
 
PC 
22.06 Officer Salary Recommendations 
 
 Ms. Hubley provided 2021 job performance assessments of Ms. Wendy Browne, Vice President of 
Business Operations, and Mr. Peter McCabe, Vice President of Technical Operations.  She indicated that 
both individuals were highly successful and productive in 2021 and identified numerous challenges and 
accomplishments of each officer. 
 
 Ms. Hubley proposed a salary increase for Ms. Browne and for Mr. McCabe consistent with the 
overall merit increase percentage approved for CAR staff for 2022. 
 
 The Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing Committee a 2022 salary 
increase for Wendy Browne, Vice President of Business Operations, as proposed by Ms. Hubley.  
  
 The Committee also unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing Committee a 2022 
salary increase for Peter McCabe, Vice President of Technical Operations, as proposed by Ms. 
Hubley.  
 
 
PC 
22.07 President’s Salary Recommendation 
 
   Committee Chair Elizabeth Brodeur provided an assessment of CAR President, Natalie Hubley’s 
2021 job performance, including comments from members of the Committee.  She cited discussions of the 
President’s 2021 performance at the Committee’s November, 2021 meeting, including her strong 
leadership, relationship building throughout the industry and non-business plan related objectives such as 
succession planning.  In recognition of Ms. Hubley’s leadership and professional growth as President during 
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the past several years, the Committee had previously considered a salary adjustment to more appropriately 
reflect her high level of competency and time in the position.  The Committee agreed that Ms. Hubley’s 
current salary does not accurately reflect where she should fall within her salary range and proposed a merit 
increase percentage consistent with the recommendation for the entire company, but also to include an 
equity adjustment to reposition her salary within the range.  The possibility of performing a refreshed 
benchmarking of the Presidents salary range to ensure ongoing accuracy relative to the uniqueness of the 
position was also raised.      
 
 Following discussion, the Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing 
Committee a merit increase and an equity adjustment for Ms. Hubley in 2022 as proposed. 
 
 
PC 
22.08 CAR Internal Functional Responsibilities 
 
 In the interest of better familiarizing the Committee with CAR’s functional composition, staff was 
requested to provide an informational review of internal departmental responsibilities.  
 
 Ms. Hubley provided a high-level organizational overview of CAR management positions and then 
offered a more detailed review of functional responsibilities throughout each department.  The Committee 
agreed that the information was not only informative but could provide better insight in the development 
of recommendations for Governing Committee consideration.  There was discussion of whether the 
information provided might also benefit the entire Governing Committee and there was agreement that 
further consideration of the matter would be necessary. 
 
 
 TIMOTHY COSTAIN 
 Chief of Staff 
 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
February 10, 2022 
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